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History of the Mass Central Rail Trail

The Central Massachusetts Railroad traveled between Boston and 
Northampton serving residents and industry through the early 1900s. 
With the railroad no longer in use, the Mass Central Rail Trail (MCRT) 
represents a vision for what this historic rail corridor could become: a 
continuous 104-mile path that connects communities from Boston to 
Northampton.

Today, more than 50 miles of the MCRT are constructed and enjoyed 
by visitors. This includes sections that may be better known by local 
names, such as the Norwottuck Rail Trail and the Sommerville 
Community Path. Twenty more miles of the MCRT are slated for 
construction in the next few years. Looking forward, some of the 
remaining trail sections are more complex (and more costly per mile) 
to construct. This report was completed to quantify the potential 
economic benefits that could be realized as a result of the additional 
investment to complete the remaining sections.

A Unique Resource Accessible to Many

Investments in trails throughout Massachusetts have been shown to 
provide meaningful economic and health benefits, and the MCRT is 
positioned to provide these, as well as additional, benefits:

• Long-distance continuous trails have greater potential to attract 
overnight visitors and increased spending on lodging and 
restaurants relative to shorter community trails. As a result, they 
can lead to significantly more economic benefits to local 
economies.

• The MCRT route would tie together 20 existing and proposed trails 
to create a connected 273-mile trail network that could increase 
the use of trails and greatly expand where users can travel.

The completed network would be within 10 miles of 64% of all 
Massachusetts residents and reach 10 Gateway Cities and 19 smaller 
cities and towns with lower-than-state-average income and 
education levels.

https://www.mass.gov/guides/benefits-of-shared-use-paths#-overview-of-shared-use-path-impacts-study-


Estimated Use

Completing the MCRT is estimated to increase the number of annual 
visits to the trail from 1.3 million visits to between 4.1 and 5.5 million 
visits. The increase would include 105k to 375k new overnight visits. 
While most trails attract day visitors, creating a long-distance route 
that could be experienced over multiple days would result in more 
overnight trips. The estimates for the MCRT were checked against 
observed use along the Erie Canalway Trail in New York and on the 
Great Allegheny Passage in Maryland and Pennsylvania.

Economic Potential

Based on estimated use and spending patterns on existing sections of 
the MCRT, completing the MCRT could result in:

• $87 to $182 million per year in new economic activity, including 
$55 to $114 million per year in new direct spending by MCRT trail 
users.

• 620 to 1,250 new jobs, in addition to many small business 
opportunities.

Health Benefits

The completed MCRT would provide a low-stress and comfortable 
location for recreation and exercise, including in locations where 
such resources can be hard to find. Based on estimated use for the 
completed MCRT, it is expected that the new sections of the MCRT 
would result in:

• 3,850 and 5,450 more people who are considered “active” 
according to the CDC’s guidelines for activity.

• Reduced annual health costs by $4.1 to $5.8 million per year.

User Excitement

Current MCRT users were nearly unanimous in voicing their excitement 
about the potential to use a completed MCRT to do more of their 
daily activities and undertake longer trips.

• 93% of respondents anticipate that they would use the MCRT 
more frequently and/or travel on the trail for longer distances.

• Almost 50% of respondents would definitely use the MCRT as part 
of a multi-day trip.

“The trail near my house is very short and 
awaiting a piece to connect it up to 
more. Otherwise, I would be using the 
path a LOT more. I would walk and bike 
almost everywhere I need to go instead 
of having to drive. I think that's very 
important, and more fun.”

“Having the trail broken up makes 
my use limited to short trips, primarily 
walking.  If the trail was contiguous 
then I would use it more often, 
particularly for biking.”

“We have visited the Erie 
Canalway Rail Trail for 
overnight trips.  Would love 
to be able to do overnight 
trips closer to home!!! Can we add icon type 

figures along a trail 
saying these things?
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https://eriecanalway.org/
https://gaptrail.org/
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Report

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. and Cambridge Econometrics 
prepared this report in 2023 to evaluate the potential use and 
economic benefits from completing a continuous Mass Central 
Rail Trail, a shared use path built along the historic Mass Central 
Rail corridor between Boston and Northampton, Massachusetts. 

The study was supported and funded by the Norwottuck 
Network, a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation that supports the 
completion and management of the Mass Central Rail Trail.

The final report consists of an executive summary, the body of 
the report with information from user surveys, expected use, 
estimated economic and health benefits, and an appendix with 
more details on methods used.

Organization

This report is organized into four parts. 

• Access to the Trail – Describes the potential for the trail to 
connect residents and communities and create a larger trail 
network.

• User Survey – Reports survey results from current trail users 
about how they use the existing trail sections and how 
completing the trail would change their use.

• Estimated Use – Provides estimates of potential trail use with 
the completion of the Mass Central Rail Trail, including 
potential for overnight visitors.

• Economic Benefits – Describes the estimated economic 
benefits from completing the Mass Central Rail Trail due to 
spending by new users.

• Health Benefits – Provides estimates for increases in physical 
activity due to the trail and related health cost savings.

The report focuses on benefits from increasing trail access and 
attracting more users, and spending along the trail. As a result, 
the report does not capture all potential benefits that could 
result from completing the MCRT, such as reduced driving and 
increased property values.

PREPARED FOR: Craig Della Penna & Norwottuck Network

PREPARED BY: Kittelson & Associates, Inc. 
1 Washington Mall Suite 1101
Boston, MA 02108

Cambridge Econometrics
9 ½ Market Street
Northampton, MA 01060

CONTACT: Alex Garbier, Kittelson & Associates, Inc.
Dan Hodge, Cambridge Econometrics
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History

The Massachusetts Central Railroad traveled between Boston 
and Northampton serving residents and industry through the 
early 1900s. However, struggles with maintenance, negotiations 
over and transfer of ownership, and damage sustained during 
the Hurricane of 1938 all contributed to the decline of the 
railway corridor. 

Today, the Mass Central Rail Trail represents a vision for what this 
historic rail corridor could become: a continuous path that 
connects communities across the Commonwealth, provides 
access to recreation and nature for Massachusetts residents and 
visitors, and provides new economic opportunities for 
communities along the corridor. For additional information, 
including historical maps, see the Norwottuck Network’s website
dedicated to the MCRT.

Trail Status

The envisioned Mass Central Rail Trail is a 104-mile route 
between Boston and Northampton. Of the 104 miles, 53 miles 
are already opened, 20 miles are in active planning or 
construction, and another roughly 20 miles are in protective 
status. As the trail begins to take shape, this report seeks to 
evaluate the potential benefits of a completed Mass Central 
Rail Trail. 

The report is intended to complement a 2021 feasibility study 
completed by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
to locate and verify the current use and ownership of the 
original rail right-of-way, assess the existing conditions of the 
corridor, and identify potential alternate routes around 
constrained sections.

Historic Boston & Maine Passenger Station, Weston, MA
2022 Most Endangered List of Historic Resources (Preservation Mass)

https://www.masscentralrailtrail.org/
https://www.mass.gov/lists/mass-central-rail-trail-feasibility
https://www.preservationmass.org/2018-mers
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Peer Trails

To understand the benefits associated with long distance trails, 
this report looks to two similar trails in the northeast where 
economic analyses were recently completed:

• Great Allegheny Passage, Maryland & Pennsylvania; and

• Erie Canalway Trail, New York.

In addition to these two peer trails, other examples of trails can 
have on their communities are found across the country. 

Unique Benefits

The Great Allegheny and Erie Canalway each attract over 1 
million visitor annually and generate millions of dollars in 
economic benefits each year. The studies of each trail also 
found that relative to shorter shared-use paths, the trails attract 
user from further away and have a higher proportion of 
overnight visit. From an economic perspective, this means the 
trails generate greater spending compared to shorter trails 
including more spending on lodging, eating, and equipment 
rental. 

Comparing the MCRT

The MCRT route share many characteristics with these two trails, 
including similar opportunities for tourism. It would connect 
historic towns and improve access to outdoors destinations, like 
Quabbin Reservoir. 

One difference with the MCRT relative to these peer trails is that 
the route directly connects to a much larger and denser 
population center (the Boston metropolitan area). Furthermore, 
the Northampton and Amherst area provides a second 
population anchor which could help encourage travel along 
the full extent of the complete MCRT. 

This difference increases the potential for the trail to serve 
multiple purposes, long-distance bike touring and daily 
transportation trips – both walking and biking – that could 
replace driving trips. 

Trail Appx.
Length

Annual Economic 
Impact

Great Allegheny Passage 150 mi $121 Million

Erie Canalway Trail 300 mi $253 Million

Mass Central Rail Trail ~100 mi $117 - $212 Million

Table 1. Peer Trail Economic Impacts

Erie Canalway
National Heritage Corridor



Existing Mass Central Rail Trail
Planned Mass Central Rail Trail

Existing Intersecting Trail

Planned Intersecting Trail

Connecting cities and towns throughout Massachusetts
The planned route intersects with 20 existing and proposed trails to create the backbone of a trail network that would be less than ten miles from 
64% of Massachusetts residents and allow residents to easily access much of the state on safe, comfortable, and accessible paths. 
The network would connect towns and cities across the state, including regional centers, such as Northampton, Framingham, Fitchburg, and 
Lowell. It would also connect to the nearly completed New Haven and Northampton Canal Greenway to create a 200+ mile route from New 
Haven to Boston.

https://sites.google.com/view/nhncg/home?authuser=0


Connecting cities and towns throughout Massachusetts
While only 7% of Massachusetts residents live within one mile of the existing MCRT, nearly a quarter of residents would be within one mile of the 
completed MCRT and connecting trail network. 

462 k (7%) along existing MCRT

570 k (8%) along completed MCRT

1.6 m (23%) along completed MCRT 

and connecting trails

Residents within 1 Mile of Trail

Existing Mass Central Rail Trail
Planned Mass Central Rail Trail

Existing Intersecting Trail

Planned Intersecting Trail



Connecting cities and towns throughout Massachusetts
The completion of the MCRT and connecting trails would result in a majority of Massachusetts residents living less than ten miles from the 273-mile 
network of trails.

Residents within 1 Mile of Trail

1.6 m (23%) within one mile

3.1 m (45%) within five miles

4.4 m (64%) within ten miles

One-mile buffer

Five-mile buffer

Ten-mile buffer
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Who Benefits from Trails?

Whether due to available funding, right-of-way access, or other 
constraints, recreational resources, like trails, are not distributed 
equally across the Commonwealth. 

Furthermore, those who could benefit the most from access to 
green space, alternative modes of transportation, and the 
economic boost associated with walking and biking, too often 
do not have access to these resources.

The report uses three metrics to measure the potential benefits 
from the MCRT in improving equitable access to trails:

• The Massachusetts Environmental Justice (EJ) screening uses 
US Census demographic information to inform planning 
decisions to reduce inequities and enable all residents to 
enjoy a clean and healthful environment (Mass.gov)

• Gateway Cities are a selection of cities identified in 
Massachusetts state law that face social and economic 
challenges but retain assets, such as infrastructure or major 
institutions, with unrealized potential (Mass Legislature and 
MassINC)

• “Gateway Towns” represent smaller, often overlooked 
communities that are similar to Gateway Cities in income 
and educational attainment.

The next section describes how the MCRT and connecting 
network could impact EJ communities, connect Gateway Cities, 
and revitalize Gateway Towns.

Assessing Equitable Access to Trails

Environmental 
Justice 

Populations:

• Annual median household income is 
<65% of statewide median

• Minorities comprise > 40% of population
• > 25% households lack English proficiency
• Minorities comprise > 25% of population 

AND annual median household income 
of municipality < 150% of statewide 
median

(must meet one or more)

Gateway
City:

• Population greater than 35,000 and 
less than 250,000

• Median household income below 
the state average

• Rate of educational attainment of 
a bachelor’s degree or above that 
is below the state average

(must meet all three)

“Gateway
Town”:

• Median household income below 
the state average

• Rate of educational attainment of 
a bachelor’s degree or above that 
is below the state average(must meet both)

As defined by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 

As defined by Chapter 23A, Section 3A of the Massachusetts Legislature

As defined by this analysis

https://www.mass.gov/environmental-justice
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter23A/Section3A
https://massinc.org/our-work/policy-center/gateway-cities/about-the-gateway-cities/


A resource for EJ Communities
The map below identifies where the MCRT and connecting trails travel through Environmental Justice communities. While the MCRT itself does not 
travel significantly through EJ communities, the network of which it will be the backbone, features 90 trail miles through EJ communities

9 mi (3%) along existing MCRT

20 mi (7%) along completed MCRT

90 mi (33%) along completed MCRT 

and connecting trails

Trail Miles within EJ Block Groups



A resource for Gateway Towns and Cities
The map above identifies the Gateway Cities and “Gateway Towns” that are within one mile of the MCRT. The completion of the MCRT and 
intersecting trail network represents an opportunity for revitalization and economic opportunities for cities and towns beyond the greater Boston 
metropolitan area. 

10 Gateway Cities
Within 1 mile of network
• Chelsea
• Everett
• Fitchburg
• Holyoke
• Leominster

• Lowell
• Lynn
• Malden
• Revere
• Westfield

19 “Gateway Towns”
Within 1 mile of network
• Barre
• Billerica
• Clinton
• Easthampton
• Hardwick
• Hatfield
• Lunenburg

• Marlborough
• New Braintree
• Oakham
• Palmer
• Saugus
• South Hadley

• Southampton
• Southwick
• Ware
• Warren
• West Boylston
• West Brookfield
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User Survey

As noted in the previous section, completing the trail would 
expand access to the MCRT to a huge section Massachusetts 
residents. To understand how this would impact people, the 
project team conducted a survey of existing users to understand 
how people use existing sections of the trail. 

The team designed the survey to get information on how 
people:

• Use existing sections of the trail

• What money they spent when using the trail, and 

• How they would use the trail if the trail was completed. 

The project team and the Norwottuck Network distributed the 
survey in person and online using flyers, hand-outs, newsletters, 
and social media posts. The survey was conducted between 
September 20th and November 14th, 2022, and received over 
2,000 responses, including users from all sections of the trail. 
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User Health Benefits

The MCRT is used for moving and exercising! 

• Respondents reported spending an average of 65 minutes 
on the trail per visit and 30% of respondents stated that at 
least half their weekly exercise was on the trail.

• Over 80% of respondents reported that their primary reason 
for visiting the MCRT was for health and exercise, touring, or 
recreation.

Trails, like the MCRT, provide a critical resource as a safe and 
comfortable place to be active.

• 56% of respondents reported that they would not participate 
in their primary activity on the trail (biking, walking, etc.) as 
frequently if the trail did not exist. 

See the Health Benefits section of the report for information 
about the benefits of completing the MCRT.

Mass Central Rail Trail, Weston, MA
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Access to Trail and Use

Completing the MCRT will bring the trail closer to more residents, 
resulting in more frequent visits.

• Respondents who live within one mile of an existing section 
of the MCRT are twice as likely to visit the trail at least once a 
week, compared to other respondents.

Completing the MCRT will further increase the attractiveness of 
the trail as a regional destination. 

• One-third of respondents travel greater than five miles to 
access the existing MCRT.

2x
More likely to visit at 
least once a week if 
trail is within one mile 

33% Travel 5+ miles to visit

Visual showing 
people living near 
trail and others 
driving from 
further away



Parks and More

16%
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Completing the MCRT

Completing the trail means more people living closer to the trail. 
This will allow more residents to use the trail as part of a walking 
and biking trip to community and regional destinations.

• Three-quarters of respondents living within five miles of an 
existing trail section primarily access the trail by walking or 
biking. 

• In contrast, 50% of respondents who live more than five miles 
travel by personal vehicle to access the trail.

Completing the MCRT would create new connections to the 
places residents go regularly. Respondents answered whether 
they would be more likely to use the trail to access certain 
destinations if it was completed.

• 16% would be more likely to travel to work

• 5% would be more likely to travel to school

• 26% would be more likely to travel to shopping

• 86% would be more likely to travel to parks or other 
destination 26% 86%

5%

People are more likely to travel to:

Work School

Shopping

Update icons. 
Want to show trail 
going to locations.
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Completing the MCRT

The MCRT currently exists in multiple sections, some of which 
have different names. As a result, respondents included a mix of 
people who did and did not know about the potential for 
completing a 100+ mile trail. However, both groups indicated 
almost universal interest in traveling further on the trail if the full 
trail was completed.

• Over 90% of respondents would likely or definitely use the trail 
more frequently or travel longer distances if the trail was 
completed.

• Almost half of respondents would definitely consider using 
the MCRT as a part of a multi-day trip, and another 30% 
would likely consider an overnight trip on the trail.

Mass Central Rail Trail, Northampton, MA
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Trail Use Estimates

Trail use estimates for the existing and proposed sections of the 
MCRT were calculated using a methodology that estimates use 
based on the relative number of residents and infrastructure 
near trails and the quality of the trail. The methodology uses 
data collected for existing trails in Massachusetts. More 
information is included in the appendix to the report.

Definitions

Visits to the MCRT were estimated for the Existing Trail and 
Completed Trail:

• At the time of writing, the Existing Trail is 51 miles, and does 
not include sections that may soon open, including the 
Somerville Community Path.

• The Completed Trail is 100+ miles between Northampton and 
Boston.

For the estimation, visits represent individual trips to the trail. A 
person who travels to the trail each day for their daily walk 
would be recorded as 365 annual visits.

Visits are categorized as daily visits or overnight visits. 

• Daily visits are trips completed as part regular day-to-day 
activities and do not involve overnight travel. 

• Overnight visits are trips completed as part of a trip where a 
person is staying away from their home. This includes 
through-trips traveling along the trail as well as trips where a 
person stays in one location and uses the trail during their 
stay.

Mass Central Rail Trail, Hadley, MA.



Estimated Annual Visits to the Mass Central Rail Trail
Daily visits are expected to be highest along the more densely populated sections of the trail, whereas overnight visits are expected to be spread 
more evenly across the trail. Note that gaps in the MCRT would reduce expected trips, particularly overnight trips along the trail. Estimates do not 
include any potential increase in use along connecting trails.

West Section
Hampshire and Hampden Counties
Daily: 1.1m to 1.3m / year
Overnight: 43k to 135k / year

Central Section
Worcester County
Daily: 800k – 960k / year
Overnight: 48k to 150k / year

East Section
Middlesex and Suffolk Counties
Daily: 3.2m to 3.3m / year
Overnight: 32k to 101k / year

Existing Trail: 1.3 million annual visits, with 15k overnight trips.
Completed Trail: Between 4.1 million and 5.5 million visits, including 120k to 390k overnight visits.
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Estimation Process

Economic benefits for the existing and proposed section of the 
MCRT were calculated based on estimated trail use and 
spending habits of trail users. 

Estimated day and overnight trail visits were developed as part 
of this report and are discussed in the prior section. Spending 
patterns, including the type of spending (e.g., restaurants, 
equipment rental, etc.) were developed based on user surveys 
collected for this report and comparisons to studies conducted 
on peer trails.

Spending Patterns

Spending patterns are primarily based on the MCRT survey 
results. Respondents were asked how much they spent per visit 
for several categories, including lodging. If respondents reported 
lodging costs, their answers were used to estimate spending 
patterns for overnight visits.

Survey responses for overnight visitors were also compared to 
spending data collected on Erie Canalway and Great 
Allegheny Passage. Spending patterns were generally in-line 
except for restaurant spending. As a result, restaurant spending 
was modified based on Bureau of Labor Statistics traveler 
expenditure profiles from 2019 which found restaurant spending 
is typically about 80 percent as large as spending on lodging. 

Range of Estimates

For the completed MCRT, economic benefits are presented as a 
projected low estimate and a projected high estimate.

• Projected low estimate is based on the lower range of the 
estimated daily and overnight annual visits to the MCRT (4.1 
million total visits including 120k overnight visits).

• Projected high estimate is based on the upper range of the 
estimated daily and overnight annual visits to the MCRT (5.5 
million total visits including 390k overnight visits).

Other Considerations

The economic benefit focuses on benefits generated by 
spending by trail users. As a result, it may not consider additional 
potential benefits, such as increased property values along the 
trail or personal savings for some individuals who are able to 
reduce their driving. Please see the 2019 Shared Use Path 
Benefits Study by MassTrails, for further reading on the financial 
impact of trails. The report includes analysis of the Norwottuck 
Rail Trail section of the MCRT.  

The appendix includes greater detail on the process and 
methods for the economic analysis as well as the estimated 
benefits from completing the MCRT.

https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2022/consumer-expenditures-on-travel-declined-sharply-from-2019-to-2020.htm
https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2022/consumer-expenditures-on-travel-declined-sharply-from-2019-to-2020.htm
https://www.mass.gov/guides/benefits-of-shared-use-paths#-overview-of-shared-use-path-impacts-study-
https://www.mass.gov/guides/benefits-of-shared-use-paths#-overview-of-shared-use-path-impacts-study-
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Spending Patterns for Overnight and Day Users

The figure at right shows expected visitor spending per person. It 
shows that overnight visitors, while only a small share of 
estimated users have an outsized economic impact because 
they spend almost 10x more per day as day visitors ($179 versus 
$19 per day).

The largest spending categories for overnight users are lodging 
($74 per day, 41 percent of total) and restaurants ($59* per day, 
33 percent of total).

Daily Trail Spending
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Estimated Annual Spending

Total estimated spending was calculated by multiplying daily 
and overnight visits by estimated daily spending for day and 
overnight visits. Estimates are calculated for the current visits and 
for the estimated range of visits for a completed MCRT.

• Existing MCRT is $19 million annually

• Completed MCRT is between $74 and $133 million annually

Annual Spending
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$71 – $127 mission
in value added
$117 - $212 million in total 
Economic output

850 – 1,490 Jobs

$30 to $55 Million 
in earnings
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Economic Impact

User spending provides both a direct economic benefit and 
additional benefits as businesses use revenue to expand or hire 
more employees, who in turn spend the additional income in 
their community.

The completed MCRT is estimated to result in $117 to $212 million 
in total economic activity. This is an increase in $87 to $182 
million from the economic activity associated with the existing 
sections of the MCRT.

In addition, this study generated estimates for the MCRT impact 
on:

• Jobs – Employees supported by the MCRT

• Earning - Earning for those employees

• Value Added – Net benefit associated with new economic 
activity. 

Replace with icons



Total Economic Activity
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Regional Impacts

The economic analysis was also conducted for the west, central, 
and eastern sections of the trail to understand the distribution of 
benefits. The west region includes Hampshire and Hampden 
Counties, the central includes Worcester County, and east 
includes Middlesex and Suffolk.

Jobs and Earning

Each region is expected to see similar number of jobs and total 
earning supported by a complete MCRT. Jobs are primarily 
supported by spending on restaurants and lodging by overnight 
users and overnight users are estimated to be similar in each 
region.

Earning and Economic Activity

The eastern region will experience slightly greater benefits for 
value added and total output due to the substantially larger 
number of day users along the eastern section of the trail. 

Distribution of Benefits

The western and central regions have substantially lower 
population density along the trail. As a result, the expected 
benefits for those sections relative to population are greater 
than for the eastern region. 

Additional details about regional benefits are included in the 
appendix.
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Health Impacts

Increased physical activity leads to better physical and mental 
health outcomes, including reduced risk for premature death, 
various diseases and cancers, and depression. In addition, 
increased physical activity contributes to reduced personal and 
societal spending on health-related costs. 

This section reports the estimated benefits from increased 
activity tied to the MCRT based on national guidance1, survey 
responses, and estimated trail use for the existing and 
completed MCRT. Specifically, the section reports on:

• The number of people considered “active” as defined by 
CDC. This is at least 150 minutes/week or more of moderate-
intensity aerobic activity, at least 75 minutes of vigorous-
intensity aerobic activity, or an equivalent combination.

• Changes in health expenditures as a result of greater levels 
of activity by people using the MCRT.

1Physical Activity Guidelines Advisory Committee. 2018 Physical Activity Guidelines 
Advisory Committee Scientific Report, 2018. 
https://health.gov/sites/default/files/2019-09/PAG_Advisory_Committee_Report.pdf.
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Increased Activity

The existing MCRT is already serving as an important resource 
that increases many users’ ability to participate in physical 
activity. 

• 69% of current MCRT users are “active” according to the 
CDC’s definition.

Critically, may users depend on the MCRT as a safe and 
comfortable location to exercise. 56% of survey respondents 
reported that they would not participate in their primary trail 
activity (walking, jogging/running, biking) as frequently if the trail 
did not exist.

• 22% of current MCRT users would not meet the CDC 
standard for being “active” if they did not have access to 
the MCRT. 

MassTrails Trail Condition Study

Google Maps

Norwottuck Trail section of the 
MCRT less than 250 feet from Russell 
Street Hadley, Massachusetts



Activity Levels of Existing MCRT Users
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Health Benefits

While some users reported being able to exercise elsewhere if 
the MCRT was not available. However, many others reported 
that they would not get the same exercise if they did not have 
access to the trail. Based on their responses, it is estimated that:

• 1,750 people are considered “active” due to the ability to 
exercise on an existing section of the MCRT.

• Completing the MCRT would result in 5,600 to 7,200 people 
being “active” through exercise on the MCRT.

Financial Benefits

Increased physical activity contributes to reduced personal and 
societal spending on health care expenditures. Access to the 
MCRT results in an estimated:

• $1.9 million in existing annual reduced health care 
expenditures from the current MCRT.

• $6.0 and $7.7 million in future annual reduced health care 
expenditures from the completed MCRT.

Active: Reporting at least 150 minutes/week of moderate-intensity aerobic 
activity, at least 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity, or an 
equivalent combination
Insufficiently Active: Reporting some physical activity but not enough to 
meet active definition
Inactive: Reporting no physical activity that lasted at least ten minutes

1Carlson, S. A., Fulton, J. E., Pratt, M., Yang, Z., & Adams, E. K. (2015). Inadequate physical activity 
and health care expenditures in the United States. Progress in Cardiovascular Diseases, 57(4), 315–
323. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pcad.2014.08.002 
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Now is a great time to plan, design, and build trails!

Legacy programs, such as the federal Congestion Mitigation 
and Air Quality Program (CMAQ), continue to fund 
transportation projects that positively impact the surrounding 
environment and community, including the construction of trails. 
Between Lowell and Framingham, Massachusetts, CMAQ funds 
were used to build the Bruce Freeman Rail Trail, which connects 
with the MCRT. 

In addition to legacy funding sources, recent national legislation 
has created specific funding sources that support the creation 
of trails, including the Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act of 
2021, Inflation Reduction Act of 2022, and the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act, Fiscal Year 2023 (Creates and Funds the 
Active  Transportation Infrastructure Investment Program with 
$45 Million).

Locally, since 2019, the state of Massachusetts has 
supplemented the funding it receives from the federal 
Recreational Trail Program (RTP) with additional state revenues 
to fund MassTrails Grants. These state grants support recreational 
trail and shared use pathway projects across the 
Commonwealth. In 2022, the MCRT Clinton – Tunnel and Trail 
Design was awarded just under $400k to construct the Clinton 
tunnel and design the connection. Furthermore, jurisdictions 
continue to make use of Massachusetts’ Community 
Preservation Act to preserve open space and create 
recreational facilities. 

For More Information

Go to https://www.masscentralrailtrail.org/ to read more about 
the MCRT and sign-up for a free monthly newsletter with 
updates on the trails progress.

Bruce Freeman Rail Trail construction at intersection with MCRT (Spring 2023)
Sudbury, MA

https://brucefreemanrailtrail.org/rail-trail-resources/rail-trail-studies/rail-trail-acronyms/
https://www.mass.gov/welcome-to-masstrails
https://www.mass.gov/doc/2022-masstrails-grant-awards/download
https://www.mass.gov/doc/2022-masstrails-grant-awards/download
https://www.communitypreservation.org/about
https://www.communitypreservation.org/about
https://www.masscentralrailtrail.org/
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